
IRON CHEF SUCCESS CRITERIA (Student Evaluation)
Names of Group Members
PLANNING (must be submitted in advance!)                                                         
Recipes  (10 marks)

 Did each group member hand in one sweet and one 
savoury recipe?

 Was the secret ingredient evident in each recipe?
 Did it meet time, budget and teacher approval?

-Grocery Order  (10 marks)
 Are the menu items are listed?
 Are all ingredients listed under the correct heading?
 Are the quantities clearly listed?

-Proposal and Action Plan  (10 marks)
 Did you clearly explain why recipes were chosen?
 Were there equal distribution of tasks
 Do you understand the recipes?

Timing Chart (10 marks)
 Does each team member use time effectively?
 Does chart show clear understanding of recipe?

TEAM WORK (5 marks)
-Team name

 Does the team name suit your team?
  Is there an equal distribution of tasks?
 Are you helpful without taking over?

SAFETY AND SANITATION  (10 marks)
 hair tied back, aprons on, hands clean
 cupboards closed when not in use
 proper knife skills
 no cross contamination
 paper towel thrown in garbage

KITCHEN PREPARATION (10 marks)
 Did you understand and follow recipe?
 Was the timing chart followed?
 Do you show evidence of kitchen skills learned 

throughout the semester?
PRESENTATION of DISHES (10 marks)

 Did the dishes look neatly presented with garnish?
 Were you ready when called to serve?
 Was there a clean copy of the recipe to present to judges?
 Was a team member available to answer judges 

questions?
CLEAN UP (10 marks)

 Was the area thoroughly cleaned up and tidy?
 Were dishes washed and dried correctly?
 Were dishes and equipment  returned to correct spot?
 Were the stove, table, sink and counter cleaned?
  Were food supplies returned?
 Was the floor swept?
 Was the  laundry put in the washing machine?
 Were you finished by the bell?

TOTAL (85 marks)

COMMENTS (Be able to validate marks given):
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________


